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LIFE MEMBERS

Brian Brand Shirley Brand Alan Davies, Iris Davies,
Kevin Gurney, Trevor Jacob, Margaret Jacob, Deane Johnston,

, Noel Oliver Kel Staples, and Peter Speer.

Happy New Year to all our members and their families.

2016 PROGRAMME
January 20th 2016.

PLANT REVIEW of 2015’s Seedlings plus Others..

Our Registrar of Judges, Don Higgs will present a review of the best of last
year’s plants, including the best seedling bloomed each month and at shows. We had a
number of quality plants flowered, some very close to award quality. The photos always look
impressive on the large screen. Plant competitions leading towards the Annual Aggregate
points competition will commence. There are no changes to the judging categories this year.

BIRTHDAYS FOR JANUARY 2016
.

Happy Birthday to these members who are having birthdays this month.

Denise Cassar Anton Drew John Dunn Ralph Edwards Helen Gurney
Jane Higgs Murray Page John Seidel Alan Silm Lucy Spear.

Members – if your name’s not here and it should be, please let Trevor Jacob know. We’re still recovering from a
computer failure where some of our records were lost.

Next Committee Meeting: Pulteney Grammar School 25th January2016 7.30pm
Next Judges Meeting Pulteney Grammar School. To be advised. 7.30pm
Next SA Regional Judging Panel Meeting: Pulteney Grammar School 21st March 7.30pm

The Executive Committee of the S.A. Orchidaceous Society Inc.
2016

PRESIDENT Mr Kevin Gurney  8252 4791

VICE PRESIDENTS Mr. A. Davies

Im PAST PRESIDENT Mr T Jacob.

SECRETARY Mrs Pauline Simcock   8390 2212 

P.O. Box 161 Brooklyn Park S.A. 5032

TREASURER Mr G Simcock 8390 2212

COMMITTEE Mr. D Johnston Dr A Bourne

Mrs D Bird Ms K Haskard

Ms J Taylor Mrs B Semmens

REGISTRAR of JUDGES Mr. Don Higgs

SHOW MARSHAL Dr. A. Bourne

REVIEW EDITOR Mr. T. Jacob  8346 6155

Articles in this Review
may be reprinted with

permission from the S.A.
Orchidaceous Society Inc.
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Well, 2015 has passed us by and 2016

is upon us. We finished off the year with an
excellent Christmas Dinner and it was a
delight to have Garry and Pauline’s grandchild
interact with everybody and particularly with
Santa. For me personally, as a non
grandparent, it was a wonderful way to finish
off the year, enjoy Christmas as it should be,
- for the children.
2016 -- we continue to celebrate our 50th year,
so keep tuned. We will have a variety of
speakers over the year beginning with the
year in review for January. It was a pleasure
to see some new faces on committee at the
November meeting, so I am hoping for some
new ideas to come forth. This year also we
have a number of our members taking part in
the trek in Northern Thailand in March, so
there will be 7 from the society along with my
wife Helen and another friend,., At this point in
time, I am aware of 24 on tour, of those 15 will
be Aussies, so for a change I won’t be the
only one from Australia. For me personally
the trip this year will be a culmination of the
first time I visited Thailand in June 1966 as a
20 year old and newly married.

I trust everybody’s plants have
survived the extremes of weather we have
had. I have some sad looking Aust. Natives,
however that was the Friday after our
December Meeting, and it was 48c and with
hot northerly winds here in Elizabeth. Keep
cool and we will hopefully see you all at the
January meeting.

Kevin Gurney

VALE.
We extend our deep sympathy to Jane

and Don Higgs on the recent passing of
Jane’s mother just after Christmas, following
an extended illness. Our thoughts are with
you at this very sad time, Jane..

Another longstanding stalwart of our
Society has also recently passed away.
Harold Luckhurst, aged 94, life member and
one of the last two remaining inaugural
Society members, passed on last week. He
had been in a nursing home for some time,
and sadly, no longer able to join in the
Society’s activities. He will be fondly
remembered by long term members of our
Society.

LAST MEETING
Last month’s Christmas meeting

commenced with an enjoyable meal starting

about 6.30 pm, with plenty to eat, and a good
variety as well. Those who helped set up the
tables and decorations did a marvellous job,
and set the Christmassy ambience and tone
for the evening. Prizes were awarded to
those green fingered growers who were
successful in winning Aggregate prizes for the
various judging divisions and Perpetual
Trophy categories.

The Giant Raffle, always a feature at
this meeting, was again a big success, thanks
to the generosity of everyone present. We
hope you all enjoyed it .We must have been
on Santa’s `nice’ list as he again came along
to pay us a visit, assisted by one of his junior
elves.

CHEERIO’s
As time passes, some of our senior

members find it difficult to get out at nights,
but it doesn’t mean we’re not thinking of you.
At this time in particular I’m reminded of the
past service to our Society of Sheila Hellawell
and Kel Staples, both past presidents, and of
John Nicholls, Betty Huddleston, and others
whom we’ve not seen for some time. We
hope you all had a happy Christmas and we
wish you all good health and best wishes for
an enjoyable New Year.

Best wishes, too, to both Geoff and
Lucy Spear, who have had some health
issues over the Christmas period, which is a
big shame. Our best regards for a speedy
return to good health.

And to others, too, who we may not
have heard about

THIS MEETING
Wednesday 20th January 2016

By now, we’ve come to appreciate the
quality of John Seidel’s photography, so if you
would like to enjoy his skills at presenting
many of last year’s best orchids do come
along to see his pictures, and hear our
Registrar’s comments on the quality of the
flowers shown at meetings last year.

Plant competitions will begin for 2016.
There are no changes to the categories in
each of the three Divisions.

JUDGING PROMOTIONS.
Our Judging Registrar, Don Higgs has

asked me to pass on the advice that as a
result of reviewing the points scores of
growers in each judging Division, there are no
members who will need to be elevated to the
next Division for this year

. Of course, if you voluntarily would
like to exhibit in a higher Division, you may opt
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to do so. However, under the present
arrangements administered by our AOC
Regional Judging Panel, promotion within one
affiliated club means you will be promoted in
the other clubs you’re in, too.

`

SUBS FOR 2016 NOW DUE.
Unchanged from last year ---

$20 single, $30 double subscription..,
But with rising charges we may need a review
next year. Postage for Reviews is now $1 and
for that privilege we’ve been given a
Christmas present by Australia Post of now
having to wait up to 6 working days to have
our regular mail delivered !!!. I’ll endeavour to
get your magazines out earlier to compensate.

NEW MEMBERS.
We welcome Mr Tony Melbourne and

Mrs Jeanette Melbourne to our Society, and
trust that you get great enjoyment and
information about orchid growing from your
involvement in the Society’s on-going
activities.

NEXT YEAR’S PROGRAMME.
Looking ahead, the February meeting

should be really good. We’ve arranged for a
visit and talk by Michael Matthews, one of
Western Victoria’s most successful growers of
all sorts of orchid genera He’ll be worth
listening to if the weather allows him to leave
his property long enough for a flying visit..

THE R.H.S. ORCHID HYBRIDS
REGISTER.

Part of an exhibit this year at London’s
European Orchid Conference of the origins of
the Sanders orchid hybrid lists, the largest,
most complete record of hybridising of any
plant family, now administered by the Royal
Horticultural Society .

The first hybrids.
Doctors are clever people. In the early

1850’s, John Dominy, the head grower for
Veitch’s nursery in England, commenced
implementing ideas suggested by a Dr. John
Harris, and was successful in producing pods
and germinating seeds of cattleyas, but an
experimental crossing of two calanthe
species, Calanthe furcata x masuca, grew
faster and was the first to flower. This first
man-made hybrid was named Calanthe
Dominyi in his honour, and led to many other
attempts to produce hybrids. In those days,
seed was sown on the surface of mother
plants so the symbiotic relationship between
the minute seeds and the necessary specific
fungi on which the parent orchid was
dependent could initiate germination.

Transplanting and `growing on’ these
seedlings was difficult, and met with limited
success right up to the 1920’s when Dr. L
Knudson showed that seed could be grown
asymbiotically, using agar, sugar, and nutrient
chemicals in sterile sealed flasks, and
seedling production greatly expanded..

Hybrid lists.
Right from the beginning, far sighted

growers considered it important to keep
accurate lists of these hybrid crossings, and
new hybrids were listed in the prestigious
Gardener’s Chronicle. Frederick Sander, the
world’s largest orchid importer, grower, and
nurseryman of the time, in 1901 produced and
maintained an Orchid Guide which included
listings of all new hybrids. In 1946, in
response to the ever increasing expansion of
hybridising, all the hybrids were published
together in “Sander’s List of Orchid Hybrids”.
Three further Addendum volumes were
produced, until the onerous task of
researching, registering and publishing new
hybrids was taken over and continued by the
Royal Horticultural Society in 1961 as the
International Registrar of Orchid Hybrids
which was agreed at the Third World Orchid
Conference.

So the family tree of hybrids of the
greatest family of flowering plants has been
preserved for the benefit of horticulturalists,
botanists, and taxonomists worldwide, an
immensely valuable tool for lovers and
studiers of the Orchidaceae.

Rules for naming new species and hybrids,
and Registration.

If the Royal Horticultural Society was
to produce lists of hybrids to be used world
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wide, it was essential that standard rules
should apply each time anyone, anywhere,
applied for registration of a hybrid, or applied
for the first time use of a species in a crossing.
Expansion of air travel had made it easier to
import orchid species from anywhere, and in
turn, to easily export hybrids to buyers half a
world away..

Consequently, at the Second World
Orchid Conference in Hawaii in 1957, the
International Orchid Commission was formed
to look into formulating rules acceptable to all
involved with the study of orchids, which were
to be used whenever new orchids were found
or developed.

Proposals and discussions ensued
resulting in a draft Handbook being produced,
and the contents of the first edition of the
Handbook on Orchid Nomenclature and
Registration were agreed at the 1966 Fifth
World Orchid conference in California and
readied for publication in 1967.

.It was formally accepted and adopted
as the official authority in guiding the
horticultural usage of orchid nomenclature at
the 6th World Orchid Conference in Sydney,
Australia on September 16th 1969.l

UNNAMED ORCHIDS on the
SHOW BENCH.

If you’ve read the foregoing history of
naming orchid hybrids, you’ll understand the
need to ensure the integrity of the naming
system, and the desire to make the naming of
any new crossing accurate for the benefit of
anyone wishing to study breeding lines of the
new progeny or intergeneric crosses..

The Aust. Orchid Council will not grant
an Award to an unnamed plant. We ran into
that problem when the Champion Orchid at
one of our shows, agreed by our judges to be
award worthy, could not be ratified, because,
even after extensive investigation, the
parentage could not be determined.

In recent years, some magnificent new
phalaenopsis orchids have been bred in
Taiwan, and distributed in Australia (and
worldwide). These have been snapped up by
discerning growers, and are indeed worthy
advances in breeding new colours and form,
but many have arrived unnamed. If these
unnamed plants were to be used in breeding,
the integrity of the whole nomenclature
system would be compromised…

It is frustrating to judges to see
superior quality plants benched showing

obvious advances in colour, form, and
floriferousness, which are unable to be
recognised. The only recourse open is to
obtain the correct plant name via the importer
or the internet.

In the past, cases have been known
when growers applied their own `made up’
name to a plant to throw anyone trying to take
advantage of his breeding expertise off the
scent. Yet other anomalies have come to light
in the early paphiopedilum breeding, where
the results from a hybrid cross obviously show
the parentage of an entirely different breeding
line.

Our judges discussed the problem of
showing unnamed orchids, and recommended
to Committee that unnamed orchids could win
their Section at shows or monthly meetings ,
but could not be considered eligible for a
Championship class prize.

Committee concurred with that
approach, and Bylaws are consequently
being amended to implement this change..

PHALAENOPSIS DEVELOPMENT.

Peloric mutations, where the petals
(sometimes sepals) take on some of the form
and markings of the lips of a crossing or a
clone can give rise to some attractive
variations from what might otherwise be
expected . What’s more, sometimes these
mutations can be passed on in further
breeding using this mutated plant. We see
the results in cattleyas with splash petal
plants, and in some of the cymbidiums which
have lip markings on the petals or sometimes
on the sepals. It’s happened with phallies,
too, but this time in reverse, with the lips
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taking on some of the characteristics of the
petals, giving increased width and enhanced
colour markings. I think the original lip
mutation occurred in Australia from one
named Phal. World Class `Big foot’, and is
now being passed along to a number of new
crosses. One feature which makes these new
crosses more exciting is the fact that the other
parents being used are some of the fancy new
hybrids with spots and splotches from Taiwan,
which opens up the possibilities. The phally
above is a selected variety which Deane
Johnston obtained from his contacts
interstate. It was in bloom at our Anniversary
meeting when I got it, and it’s just finished
flowering.

These phalaenopsis plants are
really good value as flowering plants, and
there’s more and more excellent varieties
arriving. Why not give them a try.

Right now you’ll have no trouble
keeping the temperatures up – just maintain
humidity round the plant, keep them in filtered
light or light shade, and keep the (rain)water
up to them over summer. If you don’t mind
the long stems, don’t cut them back to two
nodes. You’ll have them flowering sooner
from the tip of the existing raceme, but they
don’t look their best if you want to show them
at meetings or shows.

Just remember, you’ll need to own the
plant for 6 months before it’s eligible for
competition, but on the other hand, you’ll have
a plant that’s of the very highest quality.

Typical of the latest phalaenopsis releases

STAGING ORCHIDS AT
SHOWS.

The latest Orchid Review from
England reviews some of the results from the
European Orchid Show in London in April last
year with many lovely plants and displays.
One thing I noticed is that displays with many
smaller blooms to show, stage their plants
starting above ground level, so people don’t
have to bend down so far to enjoy the blooms

. I think some of our smaller flowering
plants would be placed to better advantage if
they were staged a bit higher, too. Of course,
it would mean that they’d have to be put a bit
further from the fencing so sticky fingers can’t
get at them. .That’s another good reason to
have your plants embedded in the display,
with your pots covered or hidden behind
foliage. Some of our members have this
down to a fine art, and it shows in the overall
effect..

Base of this display was raised well
above ground level, allowing smaller plants to
be seen more easily.

HAPPY NEW YEAR
TO ALL AND A GOOD
GROWING YEAR FOR

2016
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